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9
 Understanding Others to Learn and Help 

Others Learn
Inferences, Evaluation, and Communication   

in Early Childhood

Hyowon Gweon

Think about all the things you know: the names of things and places, the 
planets in the solar system, your favorite pasta recipe, or the meaning of “de-
mocracy.” Now, think about how you’ve come to know all this. You might 
soon realize that much of your knowledge about the world comes from what 
you’ve learned from other people.

Humans are powerful learners. Within just a few years of life, young 
human learners construct a coherent system of intuitive theories about how 
the world works (Carey, 2011; Gopnik & Wellman, 2012; Schulz, 2012). 
What is even more striking is that this remarkable feat seems to happen al-
most effortlessly; children learn as they naturally play and interact with their 
environment. One important thing to note, however, is that humans, espe-
cially young children, rarely experience the world in isolation. Even though 
we learn a lot from our firsthand experiences with the things around us, these 
experiences are often heavily intertwined with the people around us. We 
observe other people as they navigate our surroundings, and as they show, 
tell, or teach us about faraway places, planets in the solar system, and the 
concept of democracy. Through these interactions, we learn things that go 
far beyond what we can directly experience. A  fundamental challenge for 
theories of human learning is to provide a unified account for how we com-
bine our own experience with the world and information provided by others 
in order to learn so much, so quickly, and so accurately, in a complex, noisy 
environment.

One remarkable and distinctive feature of human social learning is that it 
involves more than simply adopting others’ behaviors through observation 
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168 Hyowon Gweon

and imitation; it also involves adopting abstract knowledge that resides in 
others’ minds, such as their causal and ontological beliefs about how the 
world works. This process is much more complex than observing what others 
do and reproducing their actions. Because one’s knowledge cannot be di-
rectly copied from one mind to another, a “teacher” needs to generate a set 
of observable behaviors for a learner, and the “learner” needs to interpret 
what those behaviors mean to recover the teacher’s knowledge. Even though 
the learners can only see the concrete actions of the teacher, what is actually 
shared (by the teacher) and acquired (by the learner) is the message encoded 
in these actions. Critically, in order for such encoding and decoding to occur 
successfully, both the teacher and the learner must reason and act with the 
other person in mind. Thus, the basic human capacity to understand other 
minds— in particular, the ability to interpret others’ actions in terms of their 
underlying mental states— may be the cognitive foundation of distinctively 
human social learning.

Humans naturally understand others’ behaviors in terms of their under-
lying mental states. When someone is running up the stairs in a train sta-
tion, we readily reason about the actor’s goals (e.g., catching the train), beliefs 
(e.g., he thinks the train has arrived), and even his expected utilities of suc-
cessfully achieving his goal (e.g., the benefit of catching the train probably 
outweighs the cost of running). Even infants can represent and reason about 
these mental states (Woodward, 1998; Repacholi & Gopnik, 1997; Wellman, 
Cross, & Watson, 2001) and expect others to act in ways that maximize their 
utilities (Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Jara- Ettinger et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017). 
Indeed, these social- cognitive capacities are critical for many different kinds 
of social interactions; the goal of this chapter is to focus on a particular class 
of these interactions (i.e., informative, communicative interactions between 
a learner and a teacher) and highlight how these capacities can make human 
social learning so powerful, flexible, and effective.

Critically, successful social learning involves more than the ability to 
represent others and their internal states. These representations must be 
incorporated in inferences that may also involve representations of the 
physical world, such as objects, number, or space. Although the importance 
of domain- general inferential abilities in early learning has been widely 
recognized in cognitive development literature (Gopnik, 2012; Schulz, 2012; 
Xu & Kushnir, 2013), this literature has remained relatively agnostic about 
the social context in which early learning most frequently occurs, or how 
social contexts can modulate the inferences learners draw from data. On 
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Understanding Others to Learn and Help Others Learn 169

the other hand, although theories of social learning have proposed learning 
mechanisms that operate specifically in social contexts (e.g., imitation, nat-
ural pedagogy; Meltzoff, 2007; Csibra & Gergely, 2009; Dean et al., 2012; 
Legare & Nielsen, 2015; Rendell et al., 2010), these domain- specific learning 
mechanisms are insufficient to fully capture the active nature of early social 
learning. Rather than passively accepting information by others, young chil-
dren readily seek out information from others, combine it with their own 
prior knowledge, and even provide useful information for others to share 
what they know.

The studies reviewed here are at the intersection of these two perspectives, 
examining how children draw inferences from available data to sup-
port their decisions. While some focus on children’s inferences and social 
evaluations as learners and others look at children as teachers, they are aimed 
at a larger common goal: To better understand how humans flexibly navi-
gate these roles— recipients and providers of information— depending on 
the social context. To this end, they take a similar approach to study these 
interactions: Examining children’s inferences and communicative behaviors 
in experimental settings, specifically in contexts in which one agent provides 
information, and the other learns from that information. These contexts 
range from casual interactions between a child and an adult to more explic-
itly pedagogical ones between a “teacher” and a “learner.” In what follows, 
I first explain why pedagogical interactions can provide a particularly useful 
window into the cognitive mechanisms that underlie human social learning. 
Then, across three sections, I review studies that show how young children 
(1) draw rational inferences from information provided by others, (2) use 
such information to evaluate others’ quality as teachers, and (3) provide in-
formation for others as teachers themselves. These studies together show 
how humans, starting early in life, actively capitalize on their understanding 
of others in order to learn and to help others learn.

1. Why Study Social Learning in Communicative, 
Pedagogical Contexts?

Social learning occurs in many forms. Sometimes we learn by simply 
observing others’ actions even when they have no intent to communicate 
with us. However, social learning can be more effective when someone has 
a pedagogical goal to inform or teach us. A large body of work has shown 
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170 Hyowon Gweon

that humans are responsive to pedagogy from early in life; for instance, when 
information about a particular object is provided along with ostensive, com-
municative cues (e.g., pointing, eye- gaze), even infants show a tendency to 
interpret that information as generalizable knowledge that applies not only 
to that particular object but also to a broader set of objects in the same cat-
egory (Csibra & Gergely, 2009; 2011; Csibra & Shamsudheen, 2015). While 
such sensitivity might play an especially important role during the earliest 
months of learning, the studies reviewed here mostly focus on late infancy 
to preschool years. In these studies, the presence of ostensive cues is often 
held constant, rather than manipulated, because the goal is not to examine 
the influence of these cues but to study how children’s understanding of 
other minds can modulate their inferences, evaluations, and communicative 
decisions in pedagogical contexts where such communicative cues are amply 
present.1 Studying children’s behaviors as learners and as teachers in these 
contexts can be particularly interesting and informative for a few reasons.

First, teacher- learner interactions are ubiquitous, especially in young 
children’s lives. The fact that much of early learning unfolds in pedagog-
ical contexts makes these interactions worth studying in their own right. 
Granted, there is some cultural variation; there are small- scale societies 
where formal schooling does not exist, and explicit, direct instruction from 
adults to children is relatively infrequent (MacDonald, 2007; Rogoff, 2003). 
Nevertheless, the presence of informal social learning opportunities that 
involve intentional communication of information (e.g., a parent pointing 
to an object and labeling it, or an older sibling demonstrating how to play 
a game) may be a universal feature of young children’s social environment 
(Hewlett et al., 2011). As we will see later in this chapter, the ability to in-
terpret information in pedagogical contexts may arise from basic cognitive 
capacities that are assumed to be universal, rather than from frequent expo-
sure to the cultural practice of teaching.

Second, both learning and teaching require an integration of a host of 
cognitive faculties, which may all have different origins and developmental 

 1 Communicative contexts can vary with respect to the strength of cooperative expectations that 
interlocutors hold about each other. In this chapter, I consider pedagogical interactions as special 
cases of communication where such expectations are very strong: the learner expects the teacher to 
communicate cooperatively, and the teacher expects the learner to interpret the evidence with that 
expectation (Grice, 1975; see also Goodman & Frank, 2016). Naturally, these interactions often in-
volve the communicator’s use of ostensive cues such as eye- gaze or pointing (Csibra & Gergely, 2009; 
2011), but the presence of ostensive cues per se does not determine whether an interaction is con-
sidered pedagogical.
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Understanding Others to Learn and Help Others Learn 171

trajectories. Thus, studying how these complex behaviors emerge early in life 
can also inform theories of human cognition more generally. In particular, 
recent computational work on pedagogical reasoning and communication 
offers formal descriptions of the representations and inferences involved in 
these interactions (Shafto, Goodman, & Frank, 2012; Shafto, Goodman, & 
Griffiths, 2014; Goodman & Frank, 2016). This computational framework 
provides firm grounds for developing theory- driven hypotheses about de-
velopmental change in children’s inferential and communicative abilities 
in social contexts (see Figure 9.1). Thus, researchers can go beyond testing 
qualitative predictions about children’s successes and failures; they can test 
hypotheses about how children succeed and why they fail in precise, quantita-
tive terms, and generate graded predictions about children’s behaviors across 
tasks and across age groups. Designing model- based experiments also helps 
researchers be more explicit about how their experimental manipulations are 
related to the variables in the models.

Third, pedagogical contexts can be used as an effective methodological 
tool for discovering early competences for social learning and communi-
cation. In everyday social interactions, people’s goals and epistemic states 
are often ambiguous or left unspecified. However, when two agents engage 
in a pedagogical interaction, their goals, motivations, and epistemic states 
are naturally made clear in the context. When children participate in peda-
gogical interactions as learners, they expect to learn from a knowledgeable 

What should I learn?
What is the hypothesis

that best explains
the data?

Information is interpreted
based on learner’s prior beliefs and

how the data are selected

PL(h|d) ∝PT(d|h)PL(h)  PT(d|h) ∝PL(h|d)  

Information is selected to maximize
the probability that the learner

infers the correct, useful hypothesis

What does the learner
need to know?

What data would help the
learner to infer the correct

hypothesis?

TeacherLearner

Figure 9.1  Learning in the social context. Young children learn from their 
own interactions with the world. However, learning can be more effective when 
another agent (“teacher”) selects and provides data for the learner. Successful 
learning requires not only the teacher’s ability to select the right kind of data, 
but also the learner’s ability to use this sampling process (PT(d|h)) to recover the 
knowledge that the teacher intends to convey.
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172 Hyowon Gweon

person who intends to teach them something new; when children partici-
pate as teachers, they expect that learners need their help to order to learn 
something new, and they are motivated to offer help. Even though these 
expectations are certainly not unique to pedagogical interactions, they are 
strengthened and amplified in these contexts, providing a useful test- bed for 
identifying early inferential and communicative competences that may fail 
to manifest in other kinds of social interactions .

In sum, young children’s inference, evaluation, and communication in 
pedagogical contexts is both a theoretically interesting area of inquiry and a 
useful methodological approach that allows us to study how humans use their 
understanding of other minds to learn from others and help others learn.

2. Rational Inference in the Social Context

 2.1. Young Children as Active Interpreters 
of Information Provided by Others

Observing and imitating others’ behaviors is a simple yet useful way to learn 
from others (Dean et al., 2012; Legare & Nielsen, 2015; Meltzoff, 2007). For 
instance, if you see someone press a button to activate a toy, you would likely 
imitate that action and press the button when given a chance to play with 
the toy. However, if you fail to activate the toy, what would you do next? One 
study shows that early- developing inferential abilities can support learning 
even when imitation goes awry; even 16- month- old infants rationally decide 
what to do next in the face of a failed action, based on the pattern of others’ 
actions and their outcomes (Gweon & Schulz, 2011).

In this study, infants watched two adult experimenters taking turns to 
press a button to activate a toy. The critical manipulation was the statistical 
dependency between the experimenters’ actions and their outcomes during 
the demonstration. Some infants saw one experimenter succeed twice and 
the other experimenter fail twice (i.e., the outcomes of actions covaried with 
the agent), while others saw each experimenter succeed once and fail once 
(i.e., outcomes varied independent of the agent). Infants were then given 
a chance to try the toy, only to fail to activate the toy. Note that all infants 
saw the same two agents and equal numbers of successful and unsuccessful 
actions, and readily imitated their actions to press the button on the toy. 
However, their subsequent actions reflected different inferences about the 
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Understanding Others to Learn and Help Others Learn 173

underlying cause of their failures. When outcomes covary with the agent 
(i.e., one agent fails twice and the other succeeds twice), the evidence is con-
sistent with the possibility that the failures are due to an incompetent agent 
rather than a faulty toy. Faced with their own failure, infants in this condi-
tion readily attributed the cause to the self (i.e., “I probably can’t do it”) and 
approached their parent for help. However, when outcomes vary independ-
ently of the agents (i.e., both agents fail once and succeed once), this pat-
tern of evidence suggests that their failures are due to a faulty toy rather than 
something about the agents. Accordingly, infants in this condition attributed 
the cause of their own failure to the object (“this toy is faulty”) and reached 
for a different toy. Beyond inferring what to do now (i.e., how to activate the 
toy), infants in this study readily interpreted the statistical patterns of others’ 
actions and outcomes to figure out what went wrong, and used this causal at-
tribution to decide what to do next.

When agents act on the physical world, their actions and their outcomes 
generate a pattern of data. These outcomes don’t necessarily have to be clear 
successes and failures, as in Gweon & Schulz, 2011; they could be anything, 
such as objects that have been drawn from a box full of toys. There is now a 
body of work on preverbal infants’ ability to draw probabilistic inferences 
based on statistical information (e.g., Aslin, Saffran, & Newport, 1998; Téglás 
et al., 2011; Xu & Garcia, 2008), and in particular, agents’ goal- directed sam-
pling of objects (e.g., Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007; Kushnir, Xu, & Wellman, 
2010; Ma & Xu, 2013). For instance, when an agent selects a clearly non- 
representative sample from a population (e.g., a few blue toys from a box that 
contains mostly yellow toys and just a few blue toys), infants understand that 
the agent must have selected them for a reason (i.e., she must like the blue 
toys). Importantly, when these actions are directed toward someone with a 
communicative purpose, they can give rise to a rich understanding of what 
the agent intends to communicate, given how the agent selected the information 
(see Figure 9.2, left). Imagine someone pulls out such a non- representative 
sample (a few blue toys from a mostly yellow box) and squeezes each blue toy 
to show that they all squeak. This sample would be highly improbable under 
random sampling, and the data strongly suggest that she deliberately selected 
the blue toys. Why would she bother selecting just the blue toys to demon-
strate this squeaking property? Presumably because the yellow toys do not 
squeak!

This intuitive conclusion is, in fact, the result of a sophisticated set of 
inferences about both the sample and the sampling process by which the 
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174 Hyowon Gweon

sample was generated. Even preverbal infants can engage in such reasoning, 
using the statistical dependence between a population and a sample to guide 
their inferences about object properties (Gweon, Tenenbaum, & Schulz, 
2010). In this study, infants first watched an adult draw three blue toys just 
like in the preceding scenario. Given a chance to explore the yellow toy 
(which never squeaked), infants squeezed the yellow toy far less often when 
the sample was likely to have been selectively drawn (i.e., the box contained 
mostly yellow toys) than randomly drawn (i.e., the box contained mostly 
blue toys). Remarkably, the strength of these inferences reflected the strength 
of the data infants observed; the less likely the samples, the less frequent 
were their squeezing behaviors. Another notable aspect of these findings 
is that infants’ inferences did not require a lot of observations; they were 
based on minimal statistical data. Using the relative proportion of blue and 
yellow toys and just a few exemplars from the population, infants inferred 
properties of objects that were never sampled or demonstrated. Such sen-
sitivity to sampling processes may emerge from a basic understanding of 

Yellow toys
do not squeak! 

(only) blue toys
squeak!

This toy squeaks, and it
has no other functions!

This is how my
toy works!

Figure 9.2  Inferences in communicative contexts. Left: When an adult 
demonstrates the hidden property of a few blue toys (i.e., pressing them 
generates squeaky noise), infants use the statistical dependence between the 
sample and the population to infer the property of undemonstrated objects 
(yellow toys). When the toys are drawn from a box that contains mostly blue 
toys (sampling process is ambiguous), infants readily generalize the property 
to the yellow toys; if the sample is drawn from a box of mostly yellow toys 
(suggests deliberate sampling of blue toys), infants do not expect the yellow toys 
to have the same squeaking property (Gweon, Tenenbaum, & Schulz, 2010). 
Right: These inferences are even stronger in pedagogical contexts where a 
knowledgeable teacher is expected to help the learner acquire useful knowledge. 
If the teacher demonstrates just one function of a toy, the learner not only learns 
about that function but also further infers that the toy has no other functions (if 
it did, the teacher would have shown them, too).
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Understanding Others to Learn and Help Others Learn 175

agents’ goal- directed actions and their costs. When agents’ behaviors vi-
olate the assumption that they should act in ways that minimize the costs 
(Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Jara- Ettinger et al., 2016), even infants seek rational 
explanations for such behaviors (i.e., “why did she go out of her way to delib-
erately select these objects?”), and use them to learn about the world.

Pedagogical contexts are an especially interesting and important domain 
in which deliberate, selective sampling processes affect learning. When a 
teacher— someone who is assumed to be knowledgeable— communicates in-
formation for a learner, it is implied that the teacher is deliberately selecting 
information that would be most helpful for the learner. Computational 
models of pedagogical reasoning (Shafto et al., 2012; 2014) have formalized 
these intuitions, characterizing “what the teacher communicates” and “what 
the learner learns” as a set of mutually dependent inferences. The teacher’s 
selection of data depends on what the learner would infer given the data (i.e., 
pedagogical sampling), and the learner’s inferences from the data depend on 
how the learner thinks the data were selected by the teacher. These two mu-
tually constraining inferences help the learner draw powerful inferences that 
go beyond the face value of the evidence (see Figure 9.1).

A series of studies have used demonstrations with causal toys to show 
that even children as young as two years old expect teachers to engage in 
pedagogical sampling and interpret the evidence accordingly (Bonawitz 
et al., 2011; Shneidman et al., 2016; see also Butler & Markman, 2012). In 
the Pedagogical Condition in these studies, an adult experimenter claims to 
know everything about a complex- looking novel toy, and says, “Let me show 
you how it works!” She then demonstrates that pressing a lever on the toy 
makes an interesting sound. In this context, the observer (i.e., the learner) 
expects the demonstrator (i.e., the teacher) to be knowledgeable about the toy 
and to provide the best set of evidence about the toy. Therefore, the learner 
can safely assume that the teacher would provide information that is not only 
true of the world but also sufficient for the learner to draw the correct infer-
ence. As a result, the learner not only learns that the toy has an interesting 
function (i.e., pressing the lever generates a sound), but also infers that there 
are no other functions to learn; if there were more, the teacher would have 
demonstrated them, too (Figure 9.2, right). This example illustrates how a 
learner’s expectations about the properties of pedagogically communicated 
evidence can support inferences that go beyond the teacher’s demonstra-
tion. Critically, such inferences can be measured through children’s sponta-
neous exploration of the toy; when children are given a chance to explore 
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176 Hyowon Gweon

the toy after observing an experimenter pedagogically demonstrate one of 
its functions, they show limited exploration of the toy and instead spend the 
majority of their time playing with the demonstrated function. However, 
when the teacher’s demonstration was non- pedagogical (e.g., apparently in-
terrupted after showing one function, suggesting that she intended to show 
more, or when the teacher accidentally discovered the function, suggesting 
that she was ignorant of the toy’s functions), children explore the toy more 
broadly, searching for potential additional functions.

One might wonder whether these results suggest a serious problem in 
how we educate our young: Does teaching always hinder children’s learning 
by limiting spontaneous exploration and discovery? If the toy actually had 
multiple functions, learners who learned about one of its functions from a 
teacher in a pedagogical context would likely have failed to explore and dis-
cover the other functions. However, it is important to note that this study de-
liberately used a teacher who failed to provide all relevant information about 
the toy, as a way to show how such reduction in exploration can be a natural 
consequence of the inductive inferences that, ironically, make pedagogical 
learning so powerful and efficient in most typical pedagogical interactions. 
Indeed, if the toy actually had only one function, children would have 
learned this function accurately and efficiently while avoiding the costs of 
fruitless exploration. If the toy actually had other functions (as was the case 
in this study), a good teacher in a real pedagogical context would indeed have 
shown these functions or even have encouraged the learner to explore and 
learn about them. This suggests that pedagogical learning is beneficial in-
sofar as the teacher is knowledgeable and helpful. One important challenge 
for real- world “teachers” (e.g., parents, caregivers, educators) is to under-
stand how pedagogical contexts can influence learners’ inferences, when its 
power can backfire, and how pedagogical instructions can be used in ways 
that maximize its benefit and minimize its unintended side effects.

These studies also raise questions about whether such inferences de-
pend on formal schooling and repeated exposure to pedagogical contexts. 
Recent cross- cultural data suggest that these inferences are observed even in 
cultures where children rarely receive direct pedagogical instruction from 
adults (Shneidman et al., 2016). Toddlers in Yucatec Mayan communities 
show patterns of exploration in pedagogical versus non- pedagogical contexts 
similar to those of their same- aged peers in the United States, who presum-
ably receive more frequent instruction from their caregivers. These results 
provide important empirical support for the idea that children’s inferential 
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abilities emerge from a basic understanding of others’ knowledge, goals, and 
their actions, rather than from culturally specific teaching practices.

Together, these studies suggest that young human learners are not just 
passively absorbing information from others; they actively interpret others’ 
actions and their outcomes based on a rich understanding of other minds. In 
particular, when someone deliberately selects evidence with a clear commu-
nicative goal (e.g., to teach), children draw powerful inferences that go be-
yond the evidence. Even though children’s observations of others’ behaviors 
are often noisy and sparse, these inferences support rapid, robust, yet accu-
rate social learning even from small amounts of data.

2.2. Young Children as Active Evaluators 
of Others’ Informativeness

In pedagogical contexts, strong inferences are licensed because the learners 
expect their source of information to be someone who is knowledgeable and 
helpful. However, the power of pedagogical learning can turn into a hazard 
when such expectations are violated. After all, some people may be less 
knowledgeable or less helpful than others, and some may even intend to de-
liberately mislead the learner. Therefore, in order to learn from others, it is 
critical to learn about others’ informativeness to avoid learning from untrust-
worthy sources.

Let’s go back to the example of a teacher who demonstrates one func-
tion of a toy. While this would be considered reasonable and fully infor-
mative if the toy had just one function, the same demonstration would be 
considered underinformative if the toy had three other functions that 
were left undemonstrated. In fact, by leaving out relevant information, this 
teacher would be committing a “sin of omission,” misguiding the learner to 
falsely believe that the toy has just one function when it in fact has more. 
Compared to telling a lie or providing false information (Birch, Vauthier, & 
Bloom, 2008; Koenig & Harris, 2005; Sabbagh & Baldwin, 2001), this is a 
rather subtle form of misinformation. The teacher’s demonstration would 
lead to inaccurate learning, even though her demonstration is not techni-
cally false! Critically, recognizing and evaluating sins of omission requires 
both prior knowledge about the world and an understanding of pedagog-
ical sampling. Without prior knowledge about the toy’s actual functions, one 
might not even recognize that the teacher omitted some functions of the toy. 
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Without an understanding of pedagogical sampling, even when an omis-
sion is detected, one might not evaluate it as a “sin” due to the lack of under-
standing that the teacher should have selected a better set of evidence for the 
learner (i.e., showing all of its functions).

Building on prior work on young children’s understanding of pedagog-
ical sampling (Bonawitz et  al., 2011), one study tested early school- aged 
children’s evaluations of sins of omission by comparing children’s ratings of 
a fully informative versus an underinformative teacher (Gweon et al., 2014, 
see Figure 9.3). One group of six-  to seven- year- olds were shown a toy with 
one function, while another group of children were shown a nearly identical 
toy with four functions (including the same function as the one- function 
toy). All children then rated a teacher who taught a naive learner how the toy 
works. Critically, the teacher always taught the function that was common 
to both toys. Even though the teacher’s demonstration was true, useful, and 
identical across conditions, children rated the teacher as less helpful when 
the toy had other undemonstrated functions (suggesting that the teacher was 
under- informative, showing only some of its functions) than when the toy 
had only one function (suggesting the teacher was fully informative). Thus 
children’s evaluations were not only based on whether the teacher’s informa-
tion was accurate, but also whether the information was complete.

Importantly, such evaluations are not just fleeting impressions; a follow- 
up study showed that six- year- old children learn about others’ informa-
tiveness and modulate their subsequent learning (Gweon et al., 2014; see 
Figure 9.3, right). As in the first study, children saw a teacher who provided 
underinformative or fully informative demonstration about a toy. However, 
instead of rating the teacher, children then saw the teacher demonstrate a 
second toy that they had never seen before. Given a chance to play with the 
toy, children explored the toy more broadly (in search of potential addi-
tional functions) if the teacher had been underinformative in the past than 
when he had been fully informative. In other words, children who saw the 
underinformative teacher continued to question his credibility, and engaged 
in compensatory exploration to see if the toy had additional functions the 
teacher did not demonstrate. These results suggest that children can interpret 
the same pedagogical demonstration differently depending on the teacher’s 
past informativeness, and modulate their subsequent inferences and explo-
ration accordingly.

Pedagogical sampling assumptions may be a particularly strong instan-
tiation of Grice’s cooperative principles (Grice, 1975):  Speakers should 
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be truthful (Maxim of Quality) and as informative as required (Maxim of 
Quantity). In linguistic communication, these cooperative expectations 
about the interlocutor can support various pragmatic inferences, allowing 
listeners to go beyond the literal meaning of speakers’ utterances (Grice, 
1975; Clark, 1996; Goodman & Frank, 2016). For instance, saying that “the 
boy ate some of the cookies” is underinformative when the boy, in fact, ate 
all of the cookies; although it is logically consistent with either possibility, 
it pragmatically misleads the listener to infer that the boy presumably ate 
some (and not all). A series of recent studies on pragmatic implicature have 
shown that even though preschool- aged children typically fail to evaluate 
such underinformative speakers, they do succeed given enough contextual 
support (Barner, Brooks, & Bale, 2011; Skordos & Papafragou, 2016). More 
specifically, children succeed when they understand that the speaker could 
have used the word “all” instead of “some.” Children’s surprising yet limited 
competence in pragmatic implicatures supports an interesting hypothesis: If 
children’s evaluations of underinformative teachers are also based on a sim-
ilar reasoning about what a teacher could have shown about a toy, we might 
see parallel limitations in younger children’s evaluations of teachers who 
communicate via goal- directed actions (Baldwin, Loucks, & Sabbagh, 2008).

Teach 1/1
(Informative)

Teach 1/4
(Underinformative)

Teach 1/4 Teach 4/4Teach 1/1

This is how
my toy
works!

Teacher Helpfulness Rating

** ***
20

100
%
80

60

40

20

0

15

10

5

0

*** ** *

Age 6 & 7 Age 6 & 7 Age 4 & 5
Gwenon et al.

(2014)
Gwenon & Asaba (2017 )

*, **, *** : p< 0.05, 0.005, 0.0001

% Time spent exploring new toy

Figure 9.3  Evaluation of under- informative teachers. Left: Children rated a 
teacher who taught the only function of a novel toy (Teach 1/ 1) higher than 
a teacher who taught the same function while omitting 3 others (Teach 1/ 4). 
Four-  and five- year- olds show this distinction only when they’ve seen a clear 
example of an informative teacher (Gweon & Asaba, 2017). Right: Children’s 
exploration of a new toy is modulated by the teacher’s prior informativeness 
(Gweon et al., 2014).
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A recent study provides empirical support for this hypothesis (Gweon 
& Asaba, 2017). Using a similar setup as in Gweon et al. (2014), children 
were shown two teachers who both demonstrated one interesting function 
of a toy; one was fully informative (because the toy had a single function), 
and the other was underinformative (because the toy had three additional 
functions). The critical manipulation was the order in which the teachers 
were evaluated: Some children saw the fully informative teacher first, while 
others saw the underinformative teacher first. If seeing and evaluating the 
fully informative teacher provides a useful reference point for evaluating the 
underinformative teacher, children younger than six years of age might suc-
cessfully penalize the underinformative teacher, but only when the fully in-
formative teacher is presented first. The results were consistent with these 
predictions. While six- year- olds penalized the underinformative teacher 
regardless of the order in which the teachers were presented (replicating 
Gweon et al., 2014), preschoolers (four-  and five- year- olds) did so only when 
they rated the fully informative teacher first. Importantly, seeing a teacher 
who was highly rated for a different reason (e.g., accurately naming an ob-
ject) did not help; the effect was specific to seeing a fully informative teacher 
(e.g., providing all relevant functions of a toy). Furthermore, after seeing 
both teachers, even four- year- olds appropriately preferred the fully infor-
mative teacher, providing the earliest evidence for children’s ability to detect 
“sins of omission.”

Even though these studies do not include computational models that gen-
erate specific predictions for children’s ratings, exploratory play, or teacher 
choice, the results are generally consistent with the computational account 
of pedagogical reasoning. The failure to provide all relevant information for 
a learner violates the assumptions of pedagogical sampling (i.e., a knowl-
edgeable teacher selects data to increase the learner’s belief in the correct hy-
pothesis; see Shafto et al., 2012; 2014), and supports the inference that the 
teacher is either ignorant or unhelpful (or both). Note, however, that these 
studies do not distinguish between these more nuanced attributions; they 
only show that children readily detect and evaluate sins of omission in peda-
gogical contexts.

Yet, as adults, we understand that not all omissions are equally blame-
worthy. For instance, failing to show one of four functions is less egregious 
than failing to show three of four, and omitting a useless function is better 
than omitting an important one. If the teacher only shows one function be-
cause he did not know about the other three, one might be more inclined to 
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pardon the ignorant teacher than a knowledgeable teacher who knowingly 
omitted these functions. Furthermore, if a teacher shows only one of four 
functions because the learner already knew the other three, omission could 
actually be deemed desirable for its efficiency. Thus, evaluation of omission 
depends on what and how much information was omitted, as well as the 
knowledge state of the learner and the teacher.

Recent computational work has extended prior models of pedagog-
ical reasoning to incorporate such nuanced evaluations of teachers, and 
showed that adults’ evaluations are consistent with such predictions (Bass 
et al., 2015; see also Shafto et al., 2012). These models incorporate knowledge 
states of both the learner and the teacher, and predict graded judgments of 
teacher quality based on the amount, value, and cost of information taught 
by the teacher. Consistent with this work, an ongoing series of studies sug-
gest that young children’s evaluations of teachers also reflect a rich, sophis-
ticated understanding of what it means to be helpful and informative. For 
instance, preschool- aged children exonerate underinformative teaching 
if the teacher couldn’t be more informative due to her ignorance (Bass, 
Bonawitz, & Gweon, 2017). Furthermore, children as young as five years 
of age understand that an exhaustive demonstration (e.g., showing every 
button on a multi- button toy even though only a few generate an effect) can 
be necessary or overinformative depending on the learner’s prior knowledge 
(Gweon, Shafto, & Schulz, 2018). The fact that they penalize redundancy or 
overinformation (e.g., demonstrating functions that a learner already knows) 
suggests that children understand the trade- off between informativeness and 
efficiency. That is, a teacher who provides redundant information has failed 
to achieve efficiency at the expense of being maximally informative. These 
results suggest that the ability to reason about the costs and benefits of others’ 
actions (Jara- Ettinger et al., 2016) may underlie these nuanced evaluations of 
teacher informativeness.

In sum, children don’t simply avoid people who are wrong or incomplete, 
nor do they simply prefer those who provide more evidence. Instead, chil-
dren reason about what the teacher knows and what the learner needs, and 
they evaluate whether the teacher selected information in ways that are bene-
ficial for the learner. Collectively, this line of work shows how young children 
can protect themselves from the potential risks of social learning by learning 
about others; beyond detecting and recognizing misleading informants, they 
actively infer others’ qualities as teachers based on how they select evidence 
and appropriately modulate their future learning and exploration.
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2.3. Young Children as Active Communicators 
of Information

Children’s ability to evaluate others’ informativeness raises an interesting 
possibility:  The same cognitive mechanisms that underlie their ability 
as learners might underlie their abilities as informative teachers. Just as 
children’s understanding of pedagogical sampling supports their evaluations 
of other people’s teaching, it may also allow children to conform to these ex-
pectations as teachers themselves. Some recent and ongoing work begins to 
test this hypothesis by placing children in the role of a teacher and studying 
their ability to communicate information to learners.

Recent work shows that around ages five and six, children readily infer 
the right amount of information to teach based on the learners’ knowledge, 
goals, and competence, and tailor their demonstrations accordingly (Gweon, 
Shafto, and Schulz, 2018; Gweon & Schulz, 2019). In one study, given a 
chance to demonstrate a toy that had 20 identical buttons (only three of which 
played music, and the rest inert), children demonstrated different numbers 
of buttons depending on the prior knowledge of the learner (Gweon, Shafto, 
and Schulz, 2018). When the learner had already seen similar toys, and thus 
expected the toy to have just a few working buttons, children provided effi-
cient demonstrations by showing just the three working buttons; however, 
when the learner was naive (thus expecting all buttons to work in the same 
way), children provided exhaustive demonstrations by pressing all 20 but-
tons which can help the learner acquire an accurate belief about how the toy 
works (i.e., only three buttons work). Another study suggests that children 
selectively provide costly causal demonstrations for a learner only when they 
were necessary given the learner’s goals (e.g., whether the learner wants to 
learn about the toy vs. observe the toy’s effect) or competence (e.g., whether 
the learner was introduced as an ordinary, naive learner vs. an exceptionally 
smart learner; Gweon & Schulz, 2019). Along with other recent studies on 
children’s ability to teach (e.g., Ronfard & Corriveau, 2016; Clegg & Legare, 
2016; Ronfard, Was, & Harris, 2016; see also Strauss, Calero, & Sigman, 
2012 for a review), these results provide compelling evidence that children’s 
teaching is informative, effective, and efficient; they provide as much infor-
mation as required given the learner’s mental states (e.g., goals, knowledge, 
competence) and avoid providing more than what is necessary.

As in the case of evaluation of teachers, children’s ability to bal-
ance the trade- off between informativeness and efficiency suggests an 
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early- developing foundation for utility- based social reasoning (Jara- Ettinger 
et al., 2016). However, the studies reviewed previously do not distinguish 
whether children taught efficiently simply to reduce their own costs of 
teaching, rather than having a genuine concern for reducing others’ costs. 
One study shows that children can indeed represent others’ cost of learning 
and use it to decide what to teach, and what to let learners discover on their own 
(Bridgers, Jara- Ettinger, & Gweon, 2016, in press). Although direct instruc-
tion allows learners to acquire useful knowledge without the cost of explora-
tion, not everything can or needs to be taught. Therefore, it is important to 
prioritize teaching what is important yet costly to learn. This study shows that 
even young children can decide what to teach by reasoning about what others 
know or want, as well as what is easy or difficult for others to learn. Given a 
choice of one of two toys to teach to a naive learner (such that the learner has 
to learn about the other toy on her own), children chose to teach the toy that 
would (1) increase the learner’s expected rewards (i.e., the toy that generates 
a more enjoyable effect), and (2) decrease the learner’s expected costs (i.e., 
the toy that is harder to figure out by oneself). To provide insights into how 
children make such decisions, this study compared their choices against the 
predictions of different computational models. Children’s responses were 
consistent with the model that makes utility- maximizing decisions for the 
learner; it considers the learner’s expected utilities of learning about one 
toy through social learning (i.e., being taught) and learning about the other 
through self- guided exploration. In addition to finding early competence 
for making rational teaching decisions, this study addresses an important 
question about human culture that has been sidestepped in prior literature. 
To explain how humans have developed cumulative cultural knowledge, 
it is critical to understand how humans decide what knowledge is worthy of 
sharing and teaching. Otherwise, our cultural knowledge would include lots 
of useless information, as well as obsolete knowledge that is no longer useful. 
These results suggest that basic social cognition supports selective transmis-
sion of information that prioritizes what is useful for others.

Typically, children are characterized as learners who are on the receiving 
end of pedagogy. However, the remarkable success of human social learning 
depends just as much on the teachers’ communicative abilities as it does 
on learners’ inferential abilities. The studies reviewed here collectively sug-
gest that the sophistication of adults’ intuitions as teachers may have early- 
developing roots; young children not only learn from others, but also help 
others learn by reasoning about others’ goals, competence, and knowledge. 
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Non- human animals (e.g., meerkats, Thornton & McAuliffe, 2006)  may 
show teaching- like behaviors that have evolved to transmit particular kinds 
of information (see Kline, 2015, for a review). However, the ability to adjust 
and tailor teaching based on an understanding of other minds is a feature that 
is distinctive of human social learning.

3. Distinctively Human Social Learning: Looking Back 
and Looking Ahead

The three lines of work reviewed in this chapter highlight an important fea-
ture of human social learning. It is a complex yet well- coordinated process 
between two individuals who reason about each other’s mind. Together they 
show that, even early in life, humans make rational inferences, evaluations, 
and pedagogical decisions as learners and as teachers. First, children’s 
inferences reflect more than simple imitation; they actively use information 
from others to learn about the world, and they reason about what the teacher 
wants to communicate. Second, their evaluations of teachers are richer than 
attribution of knowledge for people who are nice, popular, or older (e.g., 
Lane, Wellman, & Gelman, 2013; Chudek et  al., 2012; Wood, Kendal, & 
Flynn, 2012); they use the properties of information others provide to learn 
about their informativeness as teachers and use this understanding to guide 
their future learning. Third, their communicative behaviors as teachers sug-
gest that children’s teaching goes beyond providing what is unknown (e.g., 
Liszkowski, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2008); children actively consider 
learners’ mental states to teach in ways that increase the benefits of learning 
while reducing unnecessary costs.

The richness and the power of these abilities may be grounded in at least 
two ways of reasoning about other minds. First, they require an under-
standing of how observable evidence (e.g., a teacher’s behavior) influences 
the unobservable states of the mind (e.g., the knowledge state of the learner), 
a capacity has been traditionally studied in theory of mind research (Gopnik 
& Astington, 1988; Wellman et al., 2001). Second, they also involve an un-
derstanding of how agents’ actions are mediated by their goals (Gergely 
& Csibra, 2003) as well as the costs of achieving these goals (Jara- Ettinger 
et  al., 2015; Liu & Spelke, 2016). The representations that support these 
understandings— goals, beliefs, desires, as well as effort, competence, and 
costs— are seamlessly integrated in our everyday social interactions, and 
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manifest in ways we learn from others and help others learn. More specif-
ically, children’s inferences, evaluations, and communicative behaviors are 
constrained by the expectation that other agents will act to pursue rewarding 
goals while minimizing the costs for achieving them. The idea that humans 
assume that other agents are utility- maximizers (i.e., the Naïve Utility 
Calculus; see Jara- Ettinger et al., 2016) provides a useful framework for un-
derstanding children’s learning and teaching in social contexts. Even early in 
life, children might engage in an intuitive cost- benefit analysis of informa-
tion transfer, and make effective decisions both as learners and as teachers.

Pedagogy is a cooperative interaction in which the teacher and the learner 
act together to achieve a joint goal (Tomasello, 2009). However, it is a rather 
peculiar kind of cooperation; there is an apparent asymmetry in the divi-
sion of costs and rewards between the teacher and the learner. The teacher 
incurs a significant cost (e.g., effort, time) to teach the learner with little di-
rect benefit, while the learner reaps the rewards of the teacher’s knowledge 
while bypassing the costs of learning from directly exploring the world. How 
can such asymmetric relationships can be sustained, and even become so 
prevalent, in human societies? One intriguing possibility is that even though 
teachers are typically considered to incur costs on behalf of the learner (Caro 
& Hauser, 1992), there may be additional sources of rewards that the teacher 
reaps from her act of teaching. This could come from the recursive reward a 
teacher gains through the learner’s reward (e.g., the joy of teaching), or other 
kinds of social reward such as praise, prestige, or status. Furthermore, the 
asymmetry can come in different forms. For instance, we sometimes pro-
vide information not to teach something useful for others but to deliber-
ately show off something positive about ourselves. In such cases, we are still 
incurring costs as a teacher (i.e., provider of information) but only to ac-
quire the benefits for ourselves rather than for the learner. Thus the share of 
the rewards and costs between the teacher and the learner depends on the 
context. Future work might investigate how children reason about the cost- 
reward distributions between agents in different social contexts, and how 
children modulate their learning or teaching accordingly.

Indeed, there are many open questions about how young children navi-
gate the complexities of learning in social contexts. Nevertheless, the studies 
reviewed here begin to paint a picture of young humans as active interpreters, 
evaluators, and communicators of information in social contexts. These in-
ferential and communicative practices allow children to learn to learn about 
the world by making the best use of their rich social surroundings, and learn 
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to help others learn by selecting the best set of evidence for others. These 
abilities may be rooted in basic social- cognitive mechanisms for reasoning 
about the inner qualities of others, such as their goals, beliefs, preferences, 
and competences. So what makes human social learning so distinctive? The 
studies in this chapter suggest that the answers may lie in something we often 
take for granted: Our everyday common- sense reasoning. In particular, the 
ability to understand other minds— the basic component of human social 
cognition— may give rise to the power and the richness of human social 
learning.
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